Toward integrated synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillators in silicon nitride
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Abstract: We present a tunable, hybrid waveguide-fiber optical parametric oscillator (OPO) synchronously pumped by an ultra-fast fiber laser exploiting four-wave mixing (FWM) generated in silicon nitride waveguides. Parametric oscillation results in a 35 dB enhancement of the idler spectral power density in comparison to spontaneous FWM, with the ability of wide wavelength tuning over 86 nm in the O-band. Measurements of the oscillation threshold and the efficiency of the feedback loop reveal how an integration of the OPO on a single silicon nitride chip can be accomplished at standard repetition rates of pump lasers in the order of 100 MHz. © 2021 The Author(s)

1. Introduction

Optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are versatile and widely tunable light sources of high interest for many applications, such as coherent Raman scattering microscopy [1,2], generation of squeezed light [3], or mid-infrared spectroscopy [4]. OPOs can provide pulses as short as tens of femtoseconds, average powers up to hundreds of milliwatts, and wavelength tunability, e.g. by dispersive tuning [5–7], from 200 nm to above 10 µm [8]. However, existing synchronously pumped OPOs operating at around 100 MHz repetition rates of standard pump lasers do not seem feasible for integration on a chip, because waveguide propagation losses are too high for realizing feedback resonators with several meters roundtrip length.

Chip-integrated OPOs with extremely high repetition rates, i.e., ranging from several THz down to several hundreds of GHz, have been realized as so-called Kerr comb generators [9–11]. Kerr combs find wide-ranging applications, e.g., for telecommunications [12], optical ranging [13], dual-comb spectroscopy [14, 15], or optical clocks [16]. However, the output pulse energies are low due to the high repetition rates, and wavelength tuning of the output, such as with dispersive tuning, would not work due to insufficient dispersive resonator length. Furthermore, because the energy is distributed over a broad spectral range, applications requiring narrow spectral bandwidths with high energies can not be driven by Kerr combs.

Accordingly at standard repetition rates, synchronously pumped OPOs have so far been realized mostly as fiber-based oscillators [7, 17–19]. However, this approach does not provide interferometric stability and does not allow for seamless embedding into photonic circuits and on-chip sensing strategies [20–22]. As an important step towards integration, waveguide-based OPOs have been demonstrated in a hybrid approach using optical fibers, enabling low repetition rates for synchronous pumping [23, 24]. However, these demonstrations have put their focus solely on the low-bandgap material silicon for providing higher nonlinear gain or extending the spectral coverage [23]. Specifically, the silicon waveguide platform does not appear suitable for on-chip integration with low repetition rates, high pulse energies, and high peak powers, because it suffers from significant linear as well as nonlinear losses which are difficult to compensate by nonlinear gain [25].

Here, we demonstrate the first hybrid waveguide-fiber low-repetition rate OPO based on high-bandgap, low-loss silicon nitride (SiN) waveguides. The SiN platform is particularly promising for on-chip integration, because the reduced nonlinearity can potentially be more than compensated by dramatically lower loss [26, 27] to enable an on-chip integration. However, using theoretical scaling arguments only is critical, because the achievable gain values strongly depend on specific assumptions regarding pulse duration, waveguide dispersion and parasitic loss. Furthermore, the damage threshold of the material has to be considered. Instead, a direct experimental determination of the central gain and roundtrip loss parameters is more promising and trustworthy. These parameters can be extracted from operating a hybrid OPO with a high-bandgap SiN waveguide as gain element, and an experimental characterization of the oscillation threshold as well as feedback efficiency as a function of the operation parameters. Using the experimental data of gain and loss of the hybrid OPO, hereinafter named waveguide-based OPO (WOPO), we calculate the lowest-possible repetition rate of a synchronously pumped all-chip SiN WOPO. As the result of scaling with experimental parameters, we show that repetition rates as low as approximately
2. Experimental results

2.1. Setup of the waveguide-based optical parametric oscillator

The working principle of the tunable WOPO is based on parametric frequency conversion by four-wave mixing (FWM, see spectrograms in Fig. 1(a)): The first pump pulse at angular frequency $\omega_p$ generates broadband signal and idler sidebands by degenerate spontaneous FWM (case (i) in Fig. 1(a)) at angular frequencies $\omega_s$ and $\omega_i$, respectively, obeying the energy conservation $2\omega_p = \omega_s + \omega_i$ as well as the phase-matching condition $2\beta_p = \beta_s + \beta_i$, where $\beta_j$ are the propagation constants [28]. One sideband, here the signal sideband, is fed back while the idler sideband and the residual pump are extracted. Wavelength tuning was realized by dispersive tuning as follows [5–7]. A dispersive element, here a single-mode fiber, stretches the signal pulse temporally by group velocity dispersion (case (ii)) and a delay ($\Delta t$) ensures temporal overlap with the subsequent pump pulses (case (iii)). The spectral part of the dispersed signal pulse that overlaps with the pump pulse acts as a seed to stimulate the FWM process, eventually resulting in parametric oscillation (case (iv)) when gain exceeds loss. The output frequency could be tuned by changing the delay and, therefore, overlapping a different spectral part of the signal pulse with the subsequent pump pulses.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic spectrograms of (i) spontaneous four-wave mixing (FWM) in the first roundtrip, (ii) the temporally stretched signal pulse, (iii) the adjustable temporal overlap of the stretched signal pulse with the subsequent pump pulses, and (iv) the stimulated FWM spectra, adjustable in frequency via the delay line. (b) Experimental setup of the WOPO. For details see text.

In the experiments (see Fig. 1(b)), the WOPO was pumped with an ytterbium-doped fiber laser (Satsuma, Amplitude Systemes) centered at 1033 nm wavelength with a repetition rate of 1 MHz. As the FWM process does not depend on the repetition rate, we denote pulse energy values instead of average power values in the following. In order to investigate the influence of the pump pulse parameters on the WOPO output, a Fourier filter (similar to Ref. [29], but not shown) behind the pump laser was used to adjust the pump pulse duration between 0.36 ps and 1.0 ps. The pulse duration was set to 900 fs and a combination of a half-wave plate and a polarizing beam-splitter (both not shown) was used to adjust the pump pulse energy for the WOPO. The pump pulses were coupled into a 7 mm long, 950 nm high, and 1350 nm wide SiN waveguide (SiN WG, fabricated by LioniX International B.V.) embedded in silicon dioxide using an aspherical lens ($L, f = 3.1$ mm) in order to pump the FWM process. The input coupling efficiency of the pump pulses was determined by transmission measurements to about $-7$ dB. The signal, idler, and residual pump beams were collimated with an off-axis parabolic mirror (PM) to avoid chromatic aberration. A subsequent dichroic mirror (DM1) reflected the residual pump and idler pulses and transmitted the signal pulses for feedback. Here, we coupled back the signal sideband as the idler output is of interest, e.g., for coherent Raman imaging [30], but in general the idler sideband could be coupled back alternatively to make use of the signal wave. Behind the dichroic mirror, the signal pulses were coupled into a 200 m long single-mode fiber (SMF, group velocity dispersion coefficient $\beta_2 = 34$ fs$^2$/mm at 900 nm signal wavelength) and spatially as well as temporally overlapped with the subsequent pump pulses via a dichroic mirror (DM2) for feedback. A polarization controller (PC) was used to align the polarization of the signal pulses with the polarization of the pump pulses for maximal feedback. The length of the feedback loop and, correspondingly, the output wavelength could be adjusted by means of dispersive tuning via a delay line ($\Delta t$).
2.2. Output spectrum and wavelength tuning capability

In order to characterize its output, the WOPO was pumped with pulses of 900 fs pulse duration and 4 nJ pulse energy. The pump pulses generated a broadband idler sideband by spontaneous FWM (see blue curve in Fig. 2(a)), when the feedback was blocked. The idler sideband spanned from about 1.1 $\mu$m wavelength to nearly 1.4 $\mu$m, matching numerical calculations of the parametric FWM gain [31]. When the feedback was unblocked, the output spectrum of the WOPO (red curve) showed a 35 dB enhanced power spectral density (PSD) of the idler sideband. The idler pulse energy of 28.5 pJ corresponds to an external conversion efficiency of $-21.5$ dB while the internal efficiency was estimated to about $-13$ dB, which is higher than in silicon-based WOPOs with $-20.9$ dB [24] or $-14.4$ dB [23].

![Fig. 2. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of the WOPO output when the feedback was unblocked (red curve) and when the feedback was blocked (blue curve). (b) Color-coded idler spectra of the WOPO as a function of the delay of the signal pulses relative to the pump pulses.](image)

Via the delay $\Delta t$, the WOPO idler wavelength could be tuned over a wavelength span of 86 nm from approximately 1246 nm to 1332 nm (see Fig. 2(b)) with a spectral bandwidth of about 10 nm. The tuning range was limited by the parametric gain, which is represented by the spontaneous FWM spectrum (blue curve in Fig. 2(a)) and is determined by the dispersion profile of the waveguide.

2.3. Threshold and feedback

In order to determine the necessary pump energy for a chip-integrated WOPO, the oscillation threshold was measured, and furthermore the minimum possible feedback and, therewith, the maximum tolerable resonator loss was retrieved. These data will be used in Sec. 3, to estimate the feasibility of an integrated WOPO.

For the determination of the oscillation threshold, the idler energy was measured as a function of the pump pulse energy (see Fig. 3(a)). For these measurements, the efficiency of the feedback loop of the signal sideband was conservatively estimated to about $-14$ dB from a waveguide transmission of $-8.9$ dB and a transmission of the SMF of $-4.6$ dB. A linear fit of the measured idler energy revealed an oscillation threshold of 3.65 nJ, which is three orders of magnitude larger than for a WOPO based on silicon waveguides [23, 24]. The higher threshold results from the three orders of magnitude lower nonlinearity of SiN compared to silicon. Near the oscillation threshold the presented WOPO showed some instabilities of its output (see measurement data between 3.65 nJ and 3.75 nJ in Fig. 3(a)) due to fluctuations of the input coupling and the feedback, however, this would be significantly improved by an on-chip integration of the WOPO resonator.

In order to explore the feasibility of an integrated WOPO, the experimentally required minimum feedback for oscillation was measured by reducing the feedback in a defined way by means of a variable neutral density filter in the feedback loop of the WOPO. With the pump pulse energy set to 4 nJ the idler energy decreased linearly down to a feedback of $-26.6$ dB (blue crosses in Fig. 3(b)), which was estimated using a linear fit (red curve) applied to the blue-colored data points. At this feedback value the parametric oscillation stopped and only spontaneous FWM was measured (gray crosses). Hence, for stable parametric oscillation the necessary feedback had to be larger than about $-24$ dB. With this result the overall losses are sufficiently low to enable an integration of the WOPO cavity on a single chip when taking the propagation losses of a SiN feedback loop into account, which will be discussed in Sec. 3.

In future experiments, as the parametric amplification at threshold scales exponentially with the propagation length [28], the presented results can be scaled-up by using longer waveguide lengths resulting in a reduced oscillation threshold and lower necessary feedback. For example, doubling the propagation length could reduce the oscillation threshold – in a simple estimation – by a factor of $\exp(2) = 7.4$. 


depending on the specific application, different output pulse parameters, such as spectral bandwidth or pulse duration, are required. However, the WOPO resonator does not allow for adjustments of the output pulse parameters, except for a wavelength tuning via changing the resonator length for dispersive tuning. Nevertheless, as the pump pulse parameters have shown to be crucial for the output pulse parameters within parametric amplification [30], we investigated the impact of the pump pulse duration on the oscillation threshold and the parametric amplification. Based on these investigations the optimal pump pulse parameters can be determined for the WOPO light source.

First, to explore the potential of reducing the oscillation threshold, the threshold was determined for different pump pulse durations using measurements of the idler output energy and a linear fit function as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). The oscillation threshold, plotted in Fig. 4(a), was reduced to 2.1 nJ for a pulse duration of 360 fs, which was the shortest available pulse duration. The linear relationship between the oscillation threshold and the pump pulse duration originates from a higher necessary pulse energy for an increased pulse duration in order to reach the necessary peak power at the oscillation threshold. We used numerical simulations based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for pulse propagation according to Ref. [32] to observe that the minimum pump pulse duration for the WOPO was limited to about 200 fs, as then spectral broadening, induced by self-phase modulation (SPM), would dominate the spectral evolution for shorter pump pulses (orange-shaded area in Fig. 4(a)). An oscillation threshold of 3.85 nJ was measured for a pump pulse duration of 1 ps. Even longer pulses could be used, but the maximum pump pulse duration was limited in our experiments by the increased oscillation threshold as well as the damage threshold [30, 33] of the waveguides (black-shaded area in Fig. 4(a)). Therefore, only pump
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pulse durations between 200 fs and 1 ps were reasonable in the experiments to avoid SPM or damage of the waveguide.

Second, in order to determine the available parametric gain as a function of the pump pulse duration, the amplification, defined as the ratio between the power spectral densities of stimulated and spontaneous FWM (see Fig. 2(a)), was measured as a function of the pump pulse duration (shown in Fig. 4(b)). The amplification reached 35 dB for 0.9 ps pump pulses, which confirms earlier measurements of optical parametric amplification experiments performed in SiN waveguides [30, 34] and PCFs [35]. An amplification of even 40 dB was reached for 1 ps pump pulses, however, instabilities of the output energy occurred due to the pump pulse energy being too close to the high oscillation threshold. Thus, the maximum amplification was limited by the increased oscillation threshold which increased with the pump pulse duration.

3. Feasibility of an integrated waveguide-based optical parametric oscillator

The potential of an integration of the WOPO on a single chip is explored in this section. The feasibility of this integration is based on the measured properties shown in the previous section, where a SiN-based hybrid WOPO was demonstrated and investigated in detail on its operation parameters. The estimations are based on the pump parameters used in the experiments, which are currently not available on-chip but are representative for commercially available laser systems.

In order to derive a proper design for a fully integrated oscillator, the losses of the WOPO resonator have to be considered carefully: In an integrated WOPO, the resonator loss is dominated by the waveguide propagation loss, which can be minimized by reducing the resonator length and, thus, choosing higher repetition rates of the pump source. In the following, the minimum repetition rate of the pump source, which would enable an integration of the WOPO on a single chip, is determined by calculating the resonator loss for different resonator lengths (i.e. different pump repetition rates) and comparing these values with the measured necessary feedback for parametric oscillation (see Fig. 3(b)).

An integrated WOPO has to include four essential components (see schematic in Fig. 5(a)): two wavelength-division multiplexers (WDMs), a frequency conversion section, and a dispersive delay closing the resonator. With such circuit design, the total WOPO resonator loss is the product of the insertion losses of the WDMs, the propagation losses in the frequency conversion, and those of the delay section. The loss in this delay section is a critical parameter in respect of its length and the accompanying loss, as the waveguide-based delay has to be longer than 1.6 m (geometric length) for repetition rates in the order of 100 MHz or below. The total propagation loss \( \alpha_{\text{prop}} = L_{\text{eff}} \eta \) depends on the resonator length \( L_{\text{res}} \) and the propagation loss coefficient \( \eta \) (in dB/m). In order to minimize the total propagation loss, the resonator length \( L_{\text{res}} = c/(n_{\text{eff}} f_{\text{rep}}) \) should be chosen as short as possible, which, in the case of synchronous pumping, depends on the typically fixed repetition rate of the pump source \( f_{\text{rep}} \), the speed of light in vacuum \( c \), and the effective refractive index \( n_{\text{eff}} \). Therefore, a trade-off between lowering the repetition rate and decreasing the resonator loss has to be taken into account: On the one hand, for low repetition rates the resonator loss is too high to allow for parametric oscillation. On the other hand, for increased repetition rates the resonator loss decreases with the resonator length and, therefore, the propagation loss is reduced, eventually enabling parametric oscillation. However, sufficient peak power at high repetition rate is hardly achievable with conventional and compact mode-locked laser systems.
The lowest repetition rate, at which parametric oscillation would be possible, is calculated by comparing the resonator loss as a function of the repetition rate (see Fig. 5(b)) with the experimentally determined minimal required feedback loop efficiency of $-24\text{ dB}$ (see Fig. 3(b)). The WDMs can be optimized such that their insertion losses become lower than $0.3\text{ dB}$ [36] and the propagation loss coefficient can be conservatively estimated as $\eta = 0.1\text{ dB/cm}$ [27, 37]. Assuming an effective index of 1.9, which was calculated with a mode solver (FIMMwave by Photon Design), the resonator loss will become lower than $-24\text{ dB}$ for a repetition rate of equal or higher than $66\text{ MHz}$. This should enable stable parametric oscillation due to a sufficiently strong feedback.

Altogether, the above conservative estimation of the resonator loss clearly shows that an integrated WOPO on the basis of SiN should be possible, when pumped at a repetition rate in the order of 80 to $100\text{ MHz}$, thus, using conventional mode-locked (fiber) laser systems as the pump source.

Wavelength tuning of such WOPO can be accomplished by dispersive tuning on account of the resonator length in the order of meters. For instance, heaters can be integrated to change the resonator length sufficiently via the thermo-optic coefficient (generally $(2.5 \pm 0.5) \cdot 10^{-5}/^\circ\text{C}$) [38], such that a relatively small temperature difference of $(37 \pm 7)^\circ\text{C}$ of the WOPO resonator is already sufficient to accomplish the $86\text{ nm}$ wavelength tuning demonstrated in Sec. 2. Alternatively, changing the wavelength or the repetition rate of the pump laser can be used for wavelength tuning [7, 19]. Therefore, wavelength tuning by dispersive tuning is feasible for an integrated WOPO, which would not be possible with microring resonators.

Further improvements of the chip-integration of the WOPO can be accomplished with high-aspect ratio waveguides in the delay section to achieve ultra-low propagation losses in the order of $0.001\text{ dB/cm}$ [39, 40]. With this loss coefficient, repetition rates in the single-MHz range would be possible if according long resonator lengths can be realized on a chip, enabling amplified gain-switched diodes as pump sources. Moreover, the resonator loss could be further reduced by using the idler sideband for the feedback, in order to benefit from lower propagation loss due to the longer wavelength.

4. Conclusion
A synchronously pumped hybrid waveguide-fiber optical parametric oscillator (WOPO) in silicon nitride was demonstrated, showing a $35\text{ dB}$ enhancement of the power spectral density in comparison to spontaneous four-wave mixing. The output wavelength of the WOPO could be tuned by more than $86\text{ nm}$ via dispersive tuning.

Measurements on the necessary feedback for parametric oscillation in a $7\text{ mm}$ long waveguide with $4\text{ nJ}$ of pump pulse energy revealed that $-24\text{ dB}$ feedback are sufficient for reliable parametric oscillation. A conservative estimation of the resonator loss showed that under these boundary conditions an integration of the parametric oscillator on a single chip should be possible for pump repetition rates larger than about $66\text{ MHz}$. Dispersive tuning can be applied to an integrated device via heaters in order to accomplish wavelength tuning. With the targeted miniaturization, for instance on-chip spectroscopic Raman experiments [30, 31] will become feasible.
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